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Outline of Today’s Session

Today’s Context: How do we take a print 
document and make it ready for the web?

1. Introduce Four principles of document 
design on the web

2. Examine examples of successful and 
unsuccessful design

3. Practice the concept



Credit

 Most of this content 
is taken from The 
Non-Designer’s Web 
Book, by Robin 
Williams and John 
Tollett, which is an 
excellent first 
resource for web 
design. 



Principle One: Alignment

 “Alignment simply means that most items 
on the page are lined up with each other. 
Lack of alignment is the single most 
prevalent problem on web pages” (114).

Rule: 
Choose one alignment and use it on the 
entire page.
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Principle Two: Proximity

 “The principle of proximity refers to the 
relationships that items develop when 
they are close together. When items are 
physically far from each other, they don’t 
have much of a relationship” (110).

Rule:
Look at text and image as blocks. Make 
sure that blocks have a meaningful 
relationship in terms of placement.
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Principle Three: Repetition

 “The concept of repetition is that 
throughout a project you repeat certain 
elements that tie all the disparate parts 
together. Each page in the website should 
look like it belongs to the same website, 
the same company, the same concept . . . 
Your navigation buttons are a repetitive 
element, as are colors, style, illustrations, 
format, layout, typography . . .” (122).



Principle Three: Repetition

 Example:

http://www.olemiss.edu



Principle Four: Contrast

 “Contrast draws your eyes to a page and 
pulls you in, using a focal point” (126).



Principle Four: Contrast in Size



Principle Four: Contrast in 
Alignment



How often can you say “CRAP” in 
a presentation?

How can I possibly remember all this?

Think “CRAP”

Contrast

Repetition

Alignment

Proximity



Sources

 http://www.webdesignfromscratch.com/w
eb-design/alignment.php

 http://www.webdesignfromscratch.com/w
eb-design/grouping.php

 http://webdesignledger.com/tips/the-
principle-of-contrast-in-web-design
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Practice

 Wireframe a document

http://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/
07/using-wireframes-to-streamline-your-
development-process/



Practice

 Text to Web

 First, align your text. Get rid of caps and 
italics.

 Create and emphasize subheads (try one for 
each paragraph). Add bolds and colors for 
contrast.

 Set subheads close to text.
 Make a left edge background.
 Try making a graphic headline.
 Use images! Try to maintain a 50/50 ratio.
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